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ASSIGNMENT AND PROCESS

The Goodyear Tract industrial complex is one of the best-kept secrets in the Los Angeles region. This large industrial district is a uniquely historic and active industrial area and an underappreciated economic engine for the City of Los Angeles and the neighborhoods of South Los Angeles. The Goodyear Tract is one of the oldest and largest tracts of industrial lands in Los Angeles. From the street level or viewed on a map, the Goodyear Tract is striking for its historic character and its diverse collection of industrial businesses.

The Goodyear Tract comprises 281 parcels over 205 acres, home to over 200 companies and a total of approximately 4,000 employees. Many of the industrial and commercial properties located in the Goodyear Tract are available at prices lower than other manufacturing areas in the Los Angeles region. This positions the Goodyear Tract as a key entry point for small businesses, manufacturers, and other industries and provides a critical job base for residents of Los Angeles and the nearby neighborhoods of South Los Angeles.

The Goodyear Tract is located in Council District 9, also known as the “New Ninth,” of the city of Los Angeles, and a large number of city departments, planning documents, and other layers of bureaucratic interests influence the operation and investment in the Goodyear Tract. Council District 9 of the City of Los Angeles sponsored this Technical Assistance Panel (TAP) by the Urban Land Institute’s Los Angeles Chapter (ULI LA), and in so doing continues a legacy of planning and visioning efforts focused on the Goodyear Tract.

The task placed before the TAP is to create a set of recommendations for the retention, recruitment, and expansion of key industrial businesses, while improving the quality of life for those who live and work in and around the Goodyear Tract. The vision for the Goodyear Tract should integrate into the current vision for the future of the City of Los Angeles and for Council District 9, or the “New Ninth”—a place for transformation, revitalization, and change, with a strong focus on economic development.
The Goodyear Tract is already a vibrant and singular part of the Los Angeles urban fabric. The Goodyear Tract has the potential to increase the quality and quantity of employment, raise quality of life for those who live and work in and around the site, and mitigate many local and regional environmental impacts.

KEY QUESTIONS
Los Angeles Council District 9, led by Councilmember Curren D. Price, posed a few key questions to the ULI LA TAP to consider regarding strategic planning, design, and investment opportunities for the Goodyear Tract. This is an area bounded by Slauson Avenue to the north, Florence Avenue to the south, Central Avenue to the east, and Avalon Boulevard to the west. These key questions also ask the TAP to consider the connections between the Goodyear Tract, the adjacent residential neighborhoods, and the broader South Los Angeles area.

Market Analysis: What uses should be encouraged, based upon market demand, and where should they be located? What regulations or incentives are needed to support the expansion of existing industries, to the extent feasible, while attracting new businesses? Is adaptive reuse a viable option?

Land-Use/Infrastructure: How can the Goodyear Tract create better connections to the Juanita Tate Marketplace and surrounding land uses along the Slauson Corridor, Avalon Boulevard, and Gage Avenue? What are ways to provide linkages to the South Los Angeles Wetlands and schools in the area? Along the perimeter of the Tract, how can the frontages and aesthetics be improved? Based upon market demand, what infrastructure and streetscape improvements should be considered to facilitate business retention and growth, while enhancing the long-term viability of the district?

Branding: What can the City do to improve the identity or brand of the Goodyear Tract site to attract tenants and owners? What are some ways to establish a unified brand strategy? Should activity hubs be considered (i.e., furniture, pallet makers, multi-media, studios, etc.)?

Parking: Given the relatively small parcel sizes, what can the City do to help address the higher parking demand of commercial uses? What strategies should be considered for better parking and more efficient loading areas?

Financing: What financial mechanisms are available to fund improvements (public and private)? With the recent Promise Zone designation, how can the City encourage reinvestment in the Goodyear Tract?
MAJOR CONCLUSIONS

The TAP organized its recommendations into three “sub-areas” of geographic concentration in and around the Goodyear Tract.

First, there is the “Core Industrial” area on the interior of the Goodyear Tract. Here, the TAP recommends preserving the existing industrial uses while increasing usable space for new and existing businesses. There are plenty of opportunities for investment, including improving pedestrian thoroughfares, seeking grant funding and tax revenues for infrastructure improvements, preserving buildings and existing industrial uses, and undertaking a parking study. All of these goals could be financed through grant funding and potential capture of tax revenue for infrastructure improvements. First and foremost, however, the TAP believes the City should expand on the existing economic and industrial clusters in the core of the Goodyear Tract, not to displace existing businesses.

Along the “Edge Corridors” on Avalon Boulevard, Slauson Avenue, Central Avenue, and Florence Avenue, the TAP recommends exploring zoning changes that could attract new retail uses, especially focusing on retail categories that are in short supply in the neighborhoods surrounding the Goodyear Tract. Avalon Boulevard and Slauson Avenue, with expected infrastructure and mobility improvements in the planning pipeline, are ideal corridors to provide zoning and other incentives to attract new commercial and retail businesses that benefit the working population in the Goodyear Tract and the residential population in adjacent neighborhoods.

Finally, along Gage Avenue, the TAP recommends a program of branding, landscaping, and other public improvements that would recreate this wide thoroughfare as the “Gage Gateway.” The Gage Gateway would serve as a recognizable access point to the Goodyear Tract and into the surrounding neighborhoods to the east and west.

Putting together the many elements of a comprehensive and ambitious vision for the Goodyear Tract will require strong leadership from an empowered and capable entity. The TAP strongly recommends that Council District 9 (CD 9) takes this leadership role, with a point person in the Council District leading a task force represented by all of the city departments that have a role to play in future investments and improvements in the Goodyear Tract.

The TAP acknowledges that securing participation and investment from tenants and owners in the Goodyear Tract may be challenging. An important consideration for CD 9 and its partners at the City is its community engagement approach, i.e., how to convince the stakeholders in the Goodyear Tract area to participate in new investments and improvements. On one hand, increased enforcement and environmental regulations will be necessary to ensure improved environmental outcomes within and around the Goodyear Tract. On the other hand, the Goodyear Tract is an attractive candidate for numerous financing and grant funding opportunities, so these public investments should provide ample incentives for local stakeholders to participate in the improvement of the Tract as a whole.
ULI’S TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PANELS

TAP PROCESS
Prior to the TAP, ULI panel members met with representatives from Council District 9 (CD 9) to determine the scope of the panel assignment. ULI selected panel members with practical and professional skills that address the stated objectives for the TAP. Panel members reviewed background materials prepared by CD 9 staff prior to the TAP, including market and demographic data, the Community Plan Implementation Overlay for the Southeast Los Angeles Community Plan, the South Los Angeles Transit Empowerment Zone, the 2011 Economic Development Study sponsored by the Community Development Agency of Los Angeles, and more.

Given the desire of CD 9 for a thorough study of the opportunities presented by the study area, this TAP lasted for two days. On the first day, panel members toured the study area with community members, Councilmember Curren D. Price, and staff members from Councilmember Price’s office. The TAP also met with local business owners, community members, and representatives from a large collection of city departments. On the second day, panelists worked through an intensive analysis on the specified issues before presenting their findings at a public event attended by representatives from public agencies, members of the community, Councilmember Price, and other members of the CD 9 staff.

THE EXPERTS OF THE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE PANEL
ULI convened a panel of professionals representing a variety of disciplines connected to land use and real estate development, such as architecture and urban design, real estate development, economic analysis, and development financing. The ULI panel members brought professional expertise relevant to CD 9’s objectives for the study and a working knowledge of the real estate market, design typologies, regulatory environment, and transportation engineering common in the study area. All panel members volunteered to participate in the panel process and did not receive compensation for their work.

The panel members toured the site on the first day of the TAP.
OBSERVATIONS

BACKGROUND AND CONTEXT

The Goodyear Tract industrial complex is one of the oldest and largest tracts of industrial lands in Los Angeles, and an underappreciated economic engine for Southeast Los Angeles neighborhoods and the entire City of Los Angeles. In fact, the Goodyear Tract is one of the more active business districts in the City of Los Angeles, with approximately $1.4 billion in sales volumes, over 200 companies, and approximately 4,000 employees.

The Goodyear Tract comprises 281 parcels on 205 acres within close proximity to major highways, transit corridors, and Downtown Los Angeles. The Goodyear Tract is bounded by Slauson Avenue to the north, Florence Avenue to the south, Central Avenue to the east, and Avalon Boulevard to the west.

Many of the properties located in the Goodyear Tract are available at lower rents and sale prices than other industrial areas in Greater Los Angeles, allowing many small and entrepreneurial businesses to operate in a diverse range of industries. Manufacturing businesses consist mostly of small tenants and owner-users. Some of the existing building stock would be considered non-competitive in other parts of Los Angeles due to low ceilings, poor maneuvering, utility capacity, and tight parking, but because the rents are so low, the Goodyear Tract offers a critical entry point to the city’s economy for small and new businesses.

The long history of the Goodyear Tract contributes both to its challenges and its charms. Established in the early 1930s, the Goodyear Factory became a tire manufacturing plant before eventually closing. Many of the existing warehouses and manufacturing buildings in the Goodyear Tract were constructed in the 1930s and 1940s. The Goodyear Tract has evolved over the decades as industries have left lasting impacts on the site, but many historic buildings still remain from the first half of the 20th century. In general, the manufacturing industries have declined in South and Southeast Los Angeles, but the Goodyear Tract remains as an enduring and diversified industrial district.
A large portion of land abutting the Goodyear Tract, located south of Gage Avenue, was redeveloped into a central processing facility for the U.S. Postal Service in the 1990s. More changes have come to the immediate area around the Goodyear Tract in recent years. The Juanita Tate Marketplace opened in April 2014, for instance, culminating 25 years of planning and development efforts. The Juanita Tate Marketplace, located on 6.5 acres at the corner of Slauson and Central avenues, includes a full-service grocery store and a variety of retail stores and sit-down restaurants.

In 2007, local landowners established the South Los Angeles Industrial Tract Business Improvement District (SLAIT BID) to increase security patrolling in the Goodyear Tract, producing noticeably positive effects.

In June 2016, the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development designated the SLATE-Z South Los Angeles Promise Zone to help prioritize federal grant funding and support from other programs to the area, given that 44 percent of residents live at or below 150 percent of the poverty line in the Promise Zone.

The Southeast Los Angeles Community Plan includes zoning changes that will affect parcels in the Goodyear Tract. Most recently, in June 2017, the Los Angeles City Planning Commission approved the South and Southeast Los Angeles Community Plans and supplemental documents. On November 22, 2017, the City Council approved the community plans for South Los Angeles, which will guide development in the area for the next 20 years.

Another momentous planning effort will transform Slauson Avenue just north of the Goodyear Tract, where the Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) is implementing the Active Transportation Rail to River Corridor Project (Rail to River). The Rail to River project will create a walking and biking trail along unused rail corridors through South Los Angeles and neighboring communities, and will include other transportation related improvements like streetscape elements and roadway enhancements. The Rail to River project will connect the Metro Blue Line, Silver Line, and future Crenshaw/LAX Line stations along Slauson Boulevard.

The city’s Bureau of Engineering is planning to reconfigure a portion of Avalon Boulevard, including where the street creates the western boundary of the Goodyear Tract. The street reconfiguration will remove a vehicle travel lane to make room for bike lanes, curb extensions, and traffic signalization improvements. These improvements will make Avalon a much more user-friendly edge along the Tract, potentially supporting future retail opportunities that serve the Tract and surrounding neighborhoods.

The large-scale active transportation investments in the area will improve an already robust multi-modal infrastructure adjacent to the Goodyear Tract. But most of those mobility options do not extend into the site. With proximity to the existing Blue Line, Silver Line, and the existing Metro bus routes along all of the major streets that border the Goodyear Tract and down Gage Avenue, the Goodyear Tract benefits from a robust collection of mobility options.
Along with those charms, however, are some challenges. Drainage, transportation, and energy infrastructure are in need of significant improvements to meet the requirements of contemporary businesses (as well as growing industries). Both the private and public sectors have neglected infrastructure investments. Streets are in significant need of repair (in fact, all the streets have been “withdrawn from public use,” and are now maintained by private entities though they are still available to the public). Poor drainage continues to create a problem during weather events and for the environmental impacts on the area and the region. Communications and electricity infrastructure also pose challenges to the expansion of the businesses located in the Goodyear Tract. Navigation through the site is disorganized and chaotic, and the informal nature of the site also enables a lack of enforcement of both building and environmental regulations. In fact, the lack of solid information about environmental conditions on many parcels throughout the site could constrain future investment opportunities.

The combination of higher relative land values and lower rents (or revenue) has an impact on the economics of the Goodyear Tract — this kind of ratio tends to encourage owner-users and long-term and multi-generation property ownership with very low turnover. That ratio also tends to discourage capital investment because owners can’t recapture those investments or pay debt service with that level of revenue. If there were more institutional owners, there might be more private financing available for redevelopment or capital investments, but such owners are unlikely to enter the market because of the low revenues.

These tendencies prove true in the Goodyear Tract. The TAP noticed that between two-thirds and three-quarters of the property owners on the site are owner-users, and there are few institutional owners. Turnover is, in fact, very low, with only seven transactions in the past 24 months. Property owners and businesses are entrenched — they are neither moving nor selling.

KEY OBSERVATIONS
The Goodyear Tract is characterized by both impressive strengths and obvious challenges. The Goodyear Tract is already a vibrant industrial district, aided by proximity to freeways and public transit, access to the Los Angeles International Airport, access to the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach, and access to the greater Los Angeles regional market. Those existing strengths offer some of the explanation for why the Goodyear Tract has attracted so many businesses for so many years.

The Goodyear Tract is operating at high productivity. Its economic output and employment per acre are greater than comparable industrial areas in the region. The neighboring community is another strength of the Goodyear Tract — with plenty of local population to fill the employment base that the Goodyear Tract supports.

One of the most striking characteristics of the Goodyear Tract is its collection of historic structures throughout the site, with many building being constructed with notable architectural details from the early 20th century. These buildings’ design and interior features have significant draw in today’s marketplace.
Furthermore, the Goodyear Tract is split up into many small and oddly shaped parcels. Very few businesses own multiple parcels or adjacent parcels, meaning most parcels can only accommodate industrial uses that work on small sites.

There is a flip side of these limitations, however. Collectively, the small, discrete parcels and the low rents have supported the creation and incubation of small, locally owned businesses, which is a rare benefit for an industrial district of this size in Los Angeles.

Focusing on mobility infrastructure, there are many challenges to moving around the interior of the district. The street grid lacks adequate connections between blocks—the existing grid currently moves either east-west or north-south, depending on your position in the district, making it a difficult area to walk through.

Parking is another challenge, though the topic produced more debate than consensus among the TAP. In the end, the TAP questions the extent of the parking problem. Parking appears to be full, and loading is a real challenge for trucks, but it’s not clear to what extent parking shortages are impacting the district, and exactly where a lack of parking is an impediment to business operations.

Finally, there is a lack of identity and awareness about the Goodyear Tract and its singular strengths and weaknesses—from both the general public as well as city officials working in departments with oversight of the area. There are issues specific to this area that require precise attention and tools tailored to this area—not generic tools that might work in other parts of the city. Exacerbating that lack of public awareness outside the Goodyear Tract is a lack of engagement from tenants and users. The South Los Angeles Industrial Tract Business Improvement District (SLAIT BID) and CD 9 are challenged by limited means of communications with absentee landlords and small businesses. That lack of coordination makes it difficult to communicate the story of the Goodyear Tract to the city and region.

**Market Analysis**

Demographics and historical real estate performance should determine some of the uses of the Goodyear Tract moving forward.

The neighborhoods surrounding the Goodyear Tract are densely populated, with over 500,000 people living within three miles of the district. The population in that three-mile area skews young, with a median age of 28 years old and is populated by large households, with an average of 4.2 persons per household. The local population is primarily working and middle class, with a median household income of $32,800. Over a fifth of the population earns less than $15,000 per year, while approximately 16 percent of households earn over $75,000 annually. Ethnically the population surrounding the Goodyear Tract is overwhelmingly of Hispanic origin (81 percent), and over 44 percent percent of the population declines to associate with historical race categories, electing to identify as “Some Other Race Alone.” The balance identify themselves as White (33 percent), Black (17 percent), and Two or More Races (4 percent) with American Indian, Asian, and Pacific Islander comprising less than 1 percent of the local population each.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>1 mile</th>
<th>3 mile</th>
<th>5 mile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Population</td>
<td>59,364</td>
<td>514,792</td>
<td>1,189,857</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Households</td>
<td>13,086</td>
<td>122,697</td>
<td>322,758</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average Household Size</td>
<td>4.53</td>
<td>4.15</td>
<td>3.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>% Renters</td>
<td>68.7%</td>
<td>69.7%</td>
<td>69.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Age</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median Income</td>
<td>$33,478</td>
<td>$32,631</td>
<td>$34,373</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Product Type**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Product Type</th>
<th>Inventory SF</th>
<th>Occupancy</th>
<th>Rent $/SF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Industrial</td>
<td>66,493,405</td>
<td>96.7%</td>
<td>$0.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>13,286,024</td>
<td>96.6%</td>
<td>$2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Office</td>
<td>2,105,847</td>
<td>96.8%</td>
<td>$1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multifamily</td>
<td>6,585,250</td>
<td>95.1%</td>
<td>$1.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goodyear Tract</td>
<td>4,588,106</td>
<td>99.1%</td>
<td>$0.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Retail Demand Gap**

Note: Values are for a 3 mile radius from Gage Ave & McKinley Ave unless otherwise stated.
Source: Colfax, ESRI Business Analyst
As demonstrated by the success of the Juanita Tate Marketplace, the demographics of the surrounding area support new retail uses along the periphery of the Goodyear Tract. The TAP would not recommend office or residential uses as a viable product for the Goodyear Tract. However, specific kinds of retail have significant unmet demand in the area, including food service (especially restaurants providing healthy or fresh fare to counter the preponderance of fast food in the area), local health and wellness (e.g., a neighborhood dentist), new entertainment options (e.g., a single-screen, second-run movie theater), and motor vehicle parts (which is actually the type of retail most lacking in the area, according to the TAP's analysis of the market).

Those kinds of retail uses would be suitable to locate on the periphery of the district, where they would have the additional benefit of drawing additional foot traffic and activity to the district from the local neighborhood, in addition to serving the employment base already working in the Goodyear Tract. Such retail uses could be encouraged through changes to the zoning and increased floor-to-area ratio (FAR) at the periphery, but also through increased code enforcement and incentives for façade improvements and new businesses.

The demographics of the surrounding neighborhoods also suggest festival atmospheres. Gage Avenue could be a target for interim uses, festivals, farmers' markets, and public gatherings on weekends when access to the Goodyear Tract is less congested. Generally small parcels will make it difficult to create a large festival space like Plaza Mexico in Lynwood that might co-exist with industrial activity. Instead, retail on the edges of the Tract makes the most sense along major commercial corridors.

No Community Redevelopment Agency remains to spearhead an effort of parcel assemblage like the long and difficult process that created the Juanita Tate Marketplace, so new retail would most likely be accommodated by smaller storefronts in existing or new buildings.

Regarding adaptive reuse, especially for the retail uses on the periphery of the Goodyear Tract, the TAP identified some challenges to the financial feasibility of adaptive reuse for new commercial uses. First, the lack of public awareness about the Goodyear Tract requires additional marketing efforts to attract new retail business and to encourage people to travel to the Goodyear Tract as a destination. Also, the building stock is old—the average building in the Goodyear Tract was built in 1939—so large capital expenditures to address deferred maintenance, seismic retrofits, and other improvements will be required to program existing buildings for retail. The cost of just replacing buildings—tearing down the existing buildings and building new—is expensive as well, with total all-in (hard and soft) construction costs at roughly $310 per square foot. Thus, a new 30,000 square-foot industrial building would cost approximately $9.3 million to build.
LAND USE

The TAP made recommendations for land use, zoning, and design for each of these three subareas within the Goodyear Tract: “Core Industrial” (the interior of the Goodyear Tract, from Florence Avenue to Central Avenue), the “Edge Corridors” (Avalon Boulevard and Slauson Avenue as the primary corridors), and Gage Avenue (the “Gateway”).

Core Industrial

The key takeaway from the TAP’s recommendations for the core area of the Goodyear Tract is to protect the existing industrial uses. If the zoning of the Goodyear Tract opens to residential, the TAP believes the residential uses could push out a lot of current owners and tenants. At risk are the unique employment base and business incubation opportunities that make the Goodyear Tract a unique contributor to the city’s economy.

Zoning changes should keep the core industrial while discouraging new or expanded public storage, pallet, and recycling businesses, which create very few jobs per acre (estimated at fewer than 10 jobs per acre) compared to other uses. Recycling, for instance, takes up some of the larger parcels and could have environmental negatives. It’s not possible to force less desirable existing uses to leave, and the TAP believes the focus should go toward attracting the right kinds of businesses to the Goodyear Tract in the future. The priority should be given to businesses with strong productivity and employment and the ability to meet higher environmental standards.

Zoning changes should also take into account existing industry clusters, like textiles and woodworking, as well as growing clusters, like furniture, food preparation, and apparel. These uses can create hundreds of jobs per acre to support community employment. Any potential zoning changes should take advantage of opportunities to build on existing strengths while protecting existing industry clusters.
The TAP recommends encouraging on-site partnership between community and local schools, such as University of Southern California, LA Trade Tech College, and Fashion Institute of Design and Management, to provide training in the prevalent industries in the Goodyear Tract. Partnerships with schools have the potential for significant investment and for vocational training and opportunities for demonstration sites. Such partnerships could help existing businesses to train workers as jobs evolve, foster new businesses, and implement best practices and improve environmental outcomes (including transforming less desirable uses into more desirable uses, as well, without necessarily changing industry). The results could encourage the local youth population to remain in the neighborhood, thus creating greater community stability.

The TAP recommends forming partnerships to encourage a start-up environment in the Goodyear Tract. Every effort should be made to gather additional start-ups in proximity to similar businesses. Incubator spaces can be integrated into the existing businesses to supplement the existing industry clusters. The TAP recommends emphasizing the industry clusters with high employment and productivity while de-emphasizing the clusters that are more environmentally harmful or pose other problems. For instance, public storage facilities require large parcels and provide limited employment, while also creating a walled-off dead zone of low activity and low permeability. One public storage facility, as exists currently in the area, can be a benefit to businesses. Too many public facility storage take up too much space while providing too few jobs.
Design ideas of the core industrial area include adding vertical identity and public art to the tallest buildings and structures in the Goodyear Tract. The historic buildings could use some care, but they have great bones and a lot of precedent for how to transform buildings like these into more attractive and beneficial presences are found in Los Angeles and cities all over the country. All that some of the existing buildings need is a little landscaping and maintenance to multiply the appeal of the environment for the existing employment base.

Edge Corridors
The TAP recommends focusing on the corridors along Slauson Avenue and Avalon Boulevard to improve connections between the footprint of the Goodyear Tract and the surrounding neighborhood, as well as adding a new collection of destinations to attract visitors from outside the immediate area. The development priorities along these corridors should focus on adding community amenities and enhancements to the built environment.

On Slauson Avenue, stakeholders should build on the Rail to River project to maximize the improvements and investment that the project could deliver. That project can and should be used to leverage investment on the south side of Slauson Avenue. The TAP believes that the Rail to River project has transformative potential, and the perception of Slauson Avenue and South Los Angeles will change very rapidly once this project is complete. Property owners and residents near the Goodyear Tract should organize soon to take advantage of this coming change.

EDGE CONCEPTS
Avalon Boulevard has a similar opportunity, though at a smaller scale, with planned street reconfiguration and bike lanes expected soon for that corridor. Taken together, Slauson Avenue and Avalon Boulevard have a chance to completely redefine mobility in the neighborhoods surrounding the Goodyear Tract.

To encourage the kinds of investment the TAP recommends for these corridors, stakeholders should seek zoning changes that allow more flexible commercial, industrial, and retail uses along these streets. Parcels targeted for zoning changes need to be thoughtfully selected, because it will take a long time to assemble land to introduce a new variety of businesses or utilize existing buildings for adaptive reuse.

In terms of placemaking and urban design improvements, effort should go toward activating these edge corridors to make them more attractive for use by employees during the week and residents on the weekends and at night. That combination will provide demand for new kinds of businesses and contribute to the vibrancy of the neighborhood. Building bulb-outs (i.e., wider sidewalks) on the street corners would provide safety on the street by slowing traffic and would also provide more space for dining and retail. Restaurants and other retail businesses along the periphery should embrace the industrial feel of the Goodyear Tract.

Also, the key intersections and corners on the edges of the Goodyear Tract should become icons for the neighborhoods. Extra zoning and urban design considerations should be devoted to creating “gateway nodes” at the corners of Slauson Avenue and Avalon Boulevard, Gage Avenue and Avalon Boulevard, and Florence Avenue and Avalon Boulevard. In omitting the intersection at Central and Florence avenues, the TAP recognizes the constraints on opportunities there due to the existing uses of the large postal facility and the public storage business, and a lack of streets permeating the tract in that location.

**Gage Avenue**

Improvements around Gage Avenue as the gateway to the Goodyear Tract should focus on connections to the surrounding neighborhoods, the transition into the interior of the Goodyear Tract, and safe paths for traveling and walking. The TAP believes that both traffic safety and public safety can both be improved by attention to Gage Avenue.
The “Gage Avenue Gateway” should become a central identity for the whole Goodyear Tract. The TAP suggests adding branding elements at the points where Gage Avenue enters the Goodyear Tract, possibly in the form of large monument signs or architectural features. In addition to the entrances, landscaping, art, and lighting will improve the large median in the street. All existing and future plans to landscape the median should take advantage of the opportunity to brand the Gage Avenue Gateway and the Goodyear Tract. The long edges along Gage Avenue provide opportunities for art, such as murals, and three-dimensional art to activate the sides of the street.

The width and the median of Gage Avenue make it a very different street than all the other streets in the Tract, providing unique opportunities while also presenting large challenges. Importantly, this street also connects to two highly residential neighborhoods and provides a direct route to the Diego Rivera Learning Complex to the east of the Goodyear Tract. The possibility of using Safe Routes to School funding for pedestrian and alternative transportation infrastructure improvements to that school could benefit the overall walkability and public safety of the neighborhood.

Also in contrast to the exterior corridors located around the Tract, the TAP does not recommend zoning changes for the parcels located along Gage Avenue, because of the potential to interfere with the activities and real estate fundamentals in the Core Industrial area.
PEDESTRIAN CIRCULATION

The Goodyear Tract is not a walkable environment, which limits quality of life for employees working in the Goodyear Tract on a day-to-day basis. Poor circulation limits access to the site by any mode other than a car. Public transit routes are located on every side of the Tract, but the lack of walkability on the interior of the Goodyear Tract creates a fortress effect, obstructing public transit and active transportation choices.

Pedestrian circulation aligns on an east-west axis on the northern half of the Goodyear Tract, and on a north-south axis on the southern half, below Gage Avenue. Put simply, these blocks are too long and lack the intersections to be pedestrian friendly. The TAP encourages the idea of paseos, which would allow pedestrians to easily cross through from block to block. Additional connecting routes could be created on underutilized parcels. As an incentive for the creation of new pedestrian infrastructure, density bonuses could be offered to developers that provide paseos if and when they redevelop parcels.

The existing rail spurs that curve around the site are currently in need of investment, care, and management as well. These old rail right-of-ways could serve as attractive and safe pedestrian areas. Lighting and green landscaping would also improve those spaces. Businesses should open to those pathways and art should line the walls and facades in these spaces.

PARKING

On first impression, parking, and the lack of it, might be one of the most striking features of the Goodyear Tract. Despite first impressions and several reports from local stakeholders about problems with parking, loading, and overnight parking of RVs, the TAP found a lot to debate about parking, only reaching a consensus about the need for further study.

The TAP acknowledges that parking seems to be a process of barely controlled chaos, but some on the TAP think that the seeming chaos of parking in the Goodyear Tract is a sign of this location’s success. Or it could be that parking frustrations and conflicts are hindering businesses operations, such as the process of loading (which is really just another term for parking).

Obviously, the Goodyear Tract lacks formal regulation or management of parking. At times, parking disorder and congestion does result in lack of access, poor circulation, or loading challenges, thereby limiting economic productivity. As a result of the lack of enforcement, there’s also no dedicated revenue source for parking improvements. In effect, the parking situation in the Goodyear Tract is maintaining a status quo—and the prospect for change comes from the potential of new businesses, with more cars. The number of spaces in the Goodyear Tract is finite, and parking is always about numbers. Parking is also about perception, and parking has different values to different people.
What’s missing in the Goodyear Tract is a scientific approach to parking. The TAP strongly recommends that Goodyear Tract stakeholders undertake a supplemental parking study to quantify the issue (the numbers) and get more public input on the issue (the perception). Without a coordinated and comprehensive stakeholder engagement on the matter of parking, it’s hard to set a vision for any of the parking improvements desired among stakeholders. More information about shared parking would also have to align with political support for innovative parking management proposals. It might be possible to add spaces on the street, in the form of surface lots, or a parking garage on the periphery. A shared parking scenario could also leverage underutilized parking lots. For instance when food trucks are out during the day, their parking spaces could be used by other employees in the Goodyear Tract. Another resource for consideration would be the United States Postal facility lots (or even empty buildings if they exist). But unless the issues on the street are solved, peripheral parking or parking at other locations would only be so useful. The problem of making better use of the existing asphalt in the Goodyear Tract comes down to matters of efficiency.

As one possible means of managing parking on the site, the TAP recommends creating a “Parking Management District” that could combine on-street parking, privately owned off-street parking, and any other kinds of parking supply that can be found around the Goodyear Tract. A parking district, with comprehensive management and a centralized entity for enforcement, would also allow for trading of credits for parking, monetizing parking spaces to generate revenue for property owners, and sharing parking resources. The money generated by a parking district could be dedicated to parking and other public improvements. The result would be a more orderly public right of way and more available parking at all hours of the day and night, while still allowing for a bustling, active street environment. Any parking changes should keep in mind the possibility of pushing parking burdens to the surrounding neighborhoods—which would be undesirable for residents of those neighborhoods.

Finally, a coordinated and consistent enforcement strategy will be necessary, coordinating efforts by the SLAIT BID, Los Angeles Police Department, and possibly the Los Angeles Department of Transportation – Parking Division. That enforcement strategy should implement policies that emerge from the parking study, but beginning to enforce existing laws and regulations would also have an immediate effect. For instance, the TAP heard complaints about overnight parking and RV parking on local streets (RV parking is clearly a key complaint of some landlords and tenants). Better enforcement of parking codes, and better monitoring and enforcement of RVs (e.g., parking areas that limit overnight parking by vehicle size), could significantly redirect the trajectory of the Goodyear Tract.

This image illustrates the parking and loading conflicts that exist presently in the Goodyear Tract.
BRANDING
There are many kinds of branding opportunities, and many possible benefits to the built environment and the community.

Branding is critical to the effort of defining Goodyear Tract for the future. Branding offers a chance to promote and reinforce district identity, connect communities, enhance the visual experience, stimulate the local economy, create a sense of place, and generate revenue. Another important benefit of branding work is that it can be initiated and implemented quickly—much faster than some of the other infrastructure investments and zoning changes proposed elsewhere in this document.

GETTING THE WORD OUT
The TAP recommends rethinking the name Goodyear Tract. Names like “Goodyear District” or “Goodyear Campus” would harken back to the legacy of the site while setting one foot firmly in the future. A new name that incorporates the “Goodyear” name gives the legacy positive ring and ties the future of the site to a familiar past. Other considerations related to the name could include a branded logo, a website, and other kinds of promotional materials, like printed collateral.

SIGNS
Several varieties of signs can help brand and identify the site. Gateway signs would warm up the place, identifying the name and the site at the entrances of the Goodyear Tract, like on Gage Avenue. These kinds of signs signal to the visitor or the passerby that they’ve arrived at a place of distinction. Direction and wayfinding signs enhance the experience of the neighborhood by providing direction and adding interest in visiting destinations. A positive wayfinding experience can inspire return visits. The TAP recommends designing signs with an industrial look, which would fit well into the site and the surrounding neighborhood. Banners could also be added to the public right of way to add to the brand recognition.

PUBLIC ART
Art fits well into the activities of the site, and could attract more manufacturing artists to the Goodyear Tract. The TAP recommends thinking creatively about how art can be worked into the public realm of the Goodyear Tract. Art installations could be temporary, and buildings could provide platforms for public art. The buildings and the art can and should complement each other. Many of the walls on larger streets and some of the alleyways provide perfect surfaces for large murals. Lighting on the streets and outside the buildings could be implemented artistically, and exhibits could be installed in certain building.
MERCHANDISE
A merchandising line could have multiple benefits, such as creating a revenue stream, raising awareness outside the area, and building pride within the area.

The TAP suggests apparel that is simple and relatable, but also powerful. Other kinds of products can capture the same spirit. The TAP liked the idea of a “Made in Good Goods” brand that could build on the work already being done in the Goodyear Tract. Additionally, the Goodyear Tract could take advantage of the existing “Made in LA” campaigns.

EVENTS
Special events, mostly of the temporary (one day) or longer term (a month or two) variety would raise awareness of the Goodyear Tract, take advantage of some of its open spaces, and activate the area on weekends and evenings. A food truck festival, for instance, could take advantage of the many businesses that house their food trucks in the Goodyear Tract. Art exhibits could be placed temporarily around public spaces as well as inside underutilized historic buildings. Art exhibits could also happen on buildings, through techniques like projection mapping and lighting design. Large surface parking lots or wide streets like Gage Avenue could also provide a fun and unique location for concerts.

REVENUE
Branding can also generate revenue for an organization working to invest in the Goodyear Tract. The merchandising described above is certainly one such example. The TAP also recommends looking into a signage district of some kind to allow off-site signs, which could create another source of revenue for the Goodyear Tract.
IMPLEMENTATION

FINANCIAL RESOURCES
The remaining question is how to pay for all of these suggested investments. The TAP is optimistic that with diligence in tracking down opportunities, there are many resources for financing the kinds of projects needed in the Goodyear Tract.

First among the range of resources available to businesses and owners within the Goodyear Tract is the value provided by real estate. Policies that support parcel assemblage and close gaps in pro formas (i.e., the calculations that determine whether a development opportunity will provide sufficient returns to warrant the investment) can increase real estate values.

Partnerships between public and private entities can increase real estate feasibility by unlocking funding for infrastructure investments including green infrastructure, signage and branding, building upgrades, seismic retrofits, and business incubation that either decrease costs to an owner or developer or increase revenue potential from completed projects.

There are also many options to minimize operational costs for businesses within the Tract to support their viability. Key to these efforts will be to increase awareness within the Goodyear Tract of the variety of City programs that support industrial and manufacturing businesses, federal grants for environmental remediation and businesses, and opportunities for small, local, and growing businesses to access capital.

The TAP also recognizes the need to expand the operational activities available at the Goodyear Tract. A parking, art, or lighting district could make positive contributions, as could be incorporated into an expanded role for the business improvement district.

CAPITAL TOOLKIT
The TAP has identified a number of specific funding opportunities for each of those purposes.

In terms of supporting capital investments, the biggest revenue opportunity may entail an Enhanced Infrastructure Financing District (EIFD). EIFDs are a relatively new investment tool that have been widely discussed in the past few years as a tool that replaces the Community Redevelopment Agency’s funding that California communities formerly relied on for certain capital investments. Though new and not yet widely implemented, EIFDs offer a potential funding source for projects requiring significant public infrastructure. Many publicly lead redevelopment projects citywide are currently being evaluated as candidates for EIFDs, and an EIFD also has potential at the Goodyear Tract.

The EIFD, in effect, captures increment taxes created by increased property values in the District, and dedicates that tax increment to reinvestment in the district. It’s possible that an EIFD in the Goodyear Tract could generate $100,000 annually by the second year of its existence and $500,000 annually by year ten. That money could be doubled if the county of Los Angeles also agrees to contribute tax increment—an idea made feasible by the proximity of the unincorporated county area located to the east of the Goodyear Tract (across Central Avenue).

The City can implement EIFDs under a “pay-as-you-go” model without voter approval. EIFDs also do not raise taxes, which make them a more palatable political proposition. An EIFD can also issue bonds, which can generate significantly more funding for major infrastructure investment, but that arrangement requires voter approval.
If property values begin to rise dramatically as investment comes into the area, an EIFD could also provide a pool of resources to support capital investments that could allow existing or entrepreneurial small businesses to withstand the impacts of commercial and industrial gentrification. An EIFD, likely in combination with other financing tools could create revenue to preserve or create spaces for incubation that could be offered at lower rents.

The capital toolkit also includes existing public resources that could be used for upgrades to infrastructure and buildings within the Goodyear Tract. The Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP) provides loans for energy and efficiency upgrades, and may be willing to upgrade electricity service to a portion of the Goodyear Tract as a pilot project to allow businesses to undertake more intensive activities. LADWP would re-coup these investments through additional utility revenues. The Los Angeles Department of Transportation has resources for traffic safety improvements as part of its Vision Zero initiative that could support streetscape improvements at the periphery of the site.

The city’s Industrial Development Authority (IDA) can issues bonds on behalf of manufacturers or developers for capital projects, up to $20 million, or 80% of the total capital investment; IDA also has a special “revolving” fund to cover other financing gaps for bond borrowers. There is also a range of small business loans offered by the Los Angeles Economic & Workforce Development Department (EWDD) and others that could be used for upgrades. Finally, the State of California distributes “cap-and-trade” funding as a major part of its policy approach to climate change that could be accessed by the city. Cap-and-trade funding offers a large, growing pool of money for projects that address environmental issues. The Goodyear Tract offers a number of opportunities that align well with the goals of the state cap-and-trade program. The TAP recommends that cap-and-trade funding be repeatedly evaluated for potential funding opportunities.

Another critical source of funding is supported by South Los Angeles’ designation as a federal Promise Zone. The SLATE-Z South Los Angeles Promise Zone effectively moves applications from businesses and projects within the area to the first place in line for federal resources, such as Small Business Administration (SBA) Loans, Economic Development Administration (EDA) grants, and Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) brownfield funding. The TAP recommends focusing coordinated efforts on pursuing the potential benefits of this Promise Zone designation.

The federal government offers additional programs that can generate funding for the Goodyear Tract, including the EB-5 Immigrant Investor Program, New Markets Tax Credits, and the Department of Labor’s Reentry Employment Opportunities program.
OPERATIONAL TOOLKIT

The TAP also identified and suggests several approaches to expanding the operational resources, including the aforementioned parking district, lighting district, and expanded scope for the SLAIT BID.

To maximize the potential success of businesses within the Tract, Goodyear Tract stakeholders will need to ensure that there is awareness of relevant tax incentives available from every layer of government, many of which are targeted toward small businesses and manufacturing entities. These could include the proposed Jobs and Economic Development Incentives Zones (JEDI) zone designation, under discussion by the City Council as of this TAP. JEDI could become a potentially powerful tool that packages valuable tax credits and other incentives, if approved by the City Council. Also available are both state and federal R&D tax credits and the City’s Small Business Tax Exemption (<$100,000 in annual revenue).

For the purposes of incubating new or growing businesses and supporting small businesses, there are small business loans from EWDD and many non-profits or community development financial institutions, EDA funds, and the resources provided by the California Small Business Development Corporation.

IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES

One of the most critical recommendations of the TAP is to identify and empower a champion for the Goodyear Tract. A project of this scale, with so many assets and so much interest to the rest of the City, requires a champion that can marshal the full, coordinated resources of the City.

The TAP recommends that Council District 9 take on the responsibility of championing the Goodyear Tract, similar to the efforts of the Bringing Back Broadway project in Council District 14.

The champion will have to call upon many disciplines, so the TAP recommends partnering with the Mayor’s Office and convening a task force of the many City departments that can facilitate the development and investment in the Goodyear Tract. Council District 9 would act as the project lead and also as a point office to gain trust with local landlords and tenants. Council District 9 should also take the lead in identifying and pursuing funding opportunities. Given the regional importance of the Goodyear Tract, in one of two Promise Zones in Los Angeles, the TAP panel recommends strong coordination with the Mayor’s Office and the management of each City department to ensure the success of this critical economic engine for Los Angeles. Given the proximity of unincorporated county land to the east of the Goodyear Tract, the County will also make a worthwhile partner, including on a potential Enhanced Infrastructure Financing District, as discussed above.

The task force should convene representation from each City department, but it’s critical that the task of expanding the economic opportunities of the Goodyear Tract integrates the goals of each department. Departments must share plans and other information. The task force should also be accountable to the community and other stakeholders. By being accountable and delivering on promises, the task force can build trust with the community. The Council District should also pursue a partnership...
with external organizations. Because redevelopment of the Goodyear Tract will have an impact far beyond its boundaries, there will be ample incentive for outside partners to participate and invest. Many non-profit, educational, or independent organizations are charged with doing the holistic work described by these TAP recommendations—focusing on employment, sustainability, transit and mobility, and safe routes to schools.

The benefits of an external partnership are many. Outside partners may have access to state and other grant funding that can leverage city or other resources at the Tract. An external organization committed to one or more projects within the Goodyear Tract also can provide a consistency of vision (beyond political or economic changes), the ability to hold and leverage assets, and access to a wide range of external funding sources.

A non-profit organization could also help create an industrial manufacturing incubator or manufacturing space, attracting new companies and industries while bolstering existing companies and industries. Local educational institutions like USC, FIDM, and LA Trade Tech could also activate some of the space in the Goodyear Tract and provide a platform for the Goodyear Tract’s next generation of companies.

In terms of capabilities, the partner non-profit should have capacity to support both entrepreneurship and real estate activities. The non-profit organization should also be able to apply for and spend grant funding, and they should have organizational knowledge of the desires and needs of the community in and around the Goodyear Tract.

The final questions then: Who will be the Goodyear Tract’s champion, and which organizations will be that champion’s partners?

**Near Term: 6 Mo.**

1. Adopt Community Plan
2. Identify champion
3. Prioritize Slauson investments
4. Branding
5. Parking Study
6. Explore EIFD

**1-2 Years**

1. Explore additional zoning and planning tools to implement 3 sub-district concept
2. Partner with city departments and outside organizations to enhance district development
3. Pursue grant funding

**3+ Years**

1. Partner with educational institutions
2. Corridor rehabilitation
3. Implement additional mobility enhancements
4. Establish cluster incubators
IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE

The TAP suggests a strategic, chronological approach to the exploration and implementation of these ideas.

Near Term (six months)
1. Adopt the Southeast Los Angeles Community Plan. [The TAP notes that the Community Plan was, in fact, adopted by the City Council between the days of the TAP and the publication of this final report.]
   The Planning Department has put a lot of effort into planning this area, and is expected to eliminate the MR1 code in this area. The TAP’s assessment is that end of the MR1 zoning designation will allow for increased flexibility.
2. Identify a champion in CD9 office (existing personnel or new hire) and partners in the Mayor’s Office and other city departments. This is the most important step to take in the near term.
3. Prioritize the investments on Slauson Avenue, building on the Metro River to Rail project.
4. Begin work on a coordinated branding campaign.
5. Launch a parking study to understand the parking situation for the purpose of eventually deciding on parking tools.
6. Explore the possibility of an Enhance Infrastructure Financing District (EIFD). Supplement this exploration with messaging that an EIFD is not a tax increase.
7. Explore the ownership of the abandoned railway spurs to identify future opportunities for district uses.

Mid-Term (one to two years)
1. Explore additional zoning and planning tools to implement the three sub-district concepts described by this report. The focus of these efforts should be on placemaking more than zoning.
2. Begin to partner with city departments and outside organizations to enhance the development of the Goodyear Tract.
3. Pursue grant funding to supplement tax increment from the EIFD.
4. Establish a lighting and landscape district.
5. Review parking enforcement.
6. Identify a path for infrastructure and environmental improvements through the state Cap and Trade program and the PACE program.

Long-Term (three-plus years)
1. Partner with educational institutions.
2. Rehabilitate corridors to make the area more walkable and accessible. Continue to implement wayfinding and branding.
3. Implement additional mobility enhancements, creating ways to cut through the long blocks that make up the Goodyear Tract. The priority should be on creating pathways for pedestrians.
4. Establish cluster incubators to form groups within the industries. Link branding to these industry clusters.
CONCLUSION

The TAP does not recommend any changes that could disrupt the fundamental role of the Goodyear Tract in the City’s economy. The TAP wants to ensure that the employment base is protected as the area evolves in coming years and decades, and that the Goodyear Tract continues to provide a steady source of jobs for people that live in South Los Angeles.

Achieving these goals will require maintaining existing industrial uses while also expanding the capacity of current operations and identifying new opportunities. Increased investments in infrastructure of the building stock shouldn’t displace existing industrial and manufacturing businesses.

Expanding the capacity of the Goodyear Tract to support additional business activity would benefit the vibrancy of the neighborhood, but more importantly it would benefit the surrounding community by providing additional employment opportunities to a wider range of businesses. In some ways, the status quo of the Goodyear Tract does not benefit the people who live and work in the area nearly to its potential—poor walkability, high rates of poverty, and poor environmental impacts can be improved without driving out existing residents and businesses.

The TAP does not envision the Goodyear Tract as the next Silicon Beach-type community or the next Arts District. The Goodyear Tract can and should remain the singularly productive and accessible industrial environment it is today, and a strong, sustainable resource for the people of South Los Angeles.
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